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Abstract – The techniques of parameters extraction have
great importance in devices behavior studies. This work gives
a little description of some techniques applied in extraction of
Threshold
Voltage
(Vth),
Transconductance
(Gm),
Subthreshold Slope (S), and Serial Resistance (Rseries) in SOIMOSFET devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
The SOI-MOSFET device is a transistor with an insulated layer
between the channel region and the substrate. Figure 1 illustrates
the cross section of an SOI-MOSFET.

Vthdepl 2 = Vthacc 2 −

Csi Cox
(VG − Vg 2 )
Cox1 (Csi + Cox 2 )

(3)

where: Vthdepl2 = threshold voltage with depleted back interface; Vthacc2 = threshold
voltage with accumulated back interface; VG = gate voltage.

But, the most used method to get the threshold voltage is using
an IDS x VGS experimental curve in linear regime.
Doing the double differentiate curve of the IDS x VGS curve will
obtain a graph like figure 2.
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Figure 2: Double differentiate IDS x VGS curve, with the maximum positive peak
indicating the correspondent threshold voltage value.

Figure 1: SOI-MOSFET cross section.

As like in bulk MOSFET, the SOI-MOSFET devices transistors
has electrical characteristics that can be extracted using some
common techniques between them.
II. THRESHOLD VOLTAGE EXTRACTION
In fully depleted SOI-MOSFET transistor there are interaction
between first and second interfaces. The applied voltage in the
first gate (VG1) will influence the bias conditions at the second
gate (VG2), and vice-versa.
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The maximum positive peak pointed corresponds to the
threshold voltage value. As can be seen in figure 2, there is an
excess of noise in the second derivative curve and, sometimes, it
is necessary to use a fast Fourier transformer filtering to reduce it.
III. TRANSCONDUCTANCE EXTRACTION
The transconductance (Gm) is a measure of the effectiveness of
the control of the drain current (IDS) by the gate voltage (VGS).
In thin film fully depleted SOI-MOSFET devices the
transconductance can be calculated by the following equation:

Gm =

Wµ nCox1
(VG1 − Vth )
L(1 + α )

(4)

where: W = channel width; µ n = electrons mobility in inversion layer; L = channel
length; α represents the net capacitance of the SOI MOSFET.

(2)

Cox2

where: VG1 and VG2 = front and back gate voltage respectively; φMS1 and φMS2 = front
and back work function difference respectively; Qox1 and Qox2 = fixed charge density
at front and back interface respectively; Cox1 and Cox2 = front and back gate oxide
capacitance respectively; Csi = silicon capacitance; φS1 and φS2 = potential in front and
back interface respectively; Qdepl = depletion charge in silicon film; Qinv1 = inversion
charge at front interface; QS2 = surface charge at back interface.

The equations (1) and (2) above show the relationship between
the front gate voltage and the surface potentials, and the
interdependence of values in the FD SOI-MOSFET.
With the combination of equations (1) and (2) it is possible to
describe the threshold voltage (Vth) expression at front interface,
with depleted back interface, in the equation (3).

As for the threshold voltage, the transconductance also can be
extracted from an IDS x VGS curve, but in this case, a single
differentiate one. According to equation (5), Gm is directly
proportional to the mobility
Thus, the figure 3 shows the point of maximum
transconductance, which also means the maximum carrier
mobility.
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Figure 3: Single differentiate IDS x VGS curve, showing the maximum
transconductance point, where carriers mobility is maximum.

Increasing VGS higher than the maximum transconductance
point, there is degradation in the carriers mobility due to the
transversal electric field.
The mobility degradation is given by the equation:

µ=

µ0
1 + θ (VGS − Vth )

(5)

where: µ= carriers mobility at VGS; µ 0= maximum carriers mobility; θ = mobility
degradation coefficient.

The θ coefficient is obtained using the curve µ/µ0 x VGS-Vth as
seen in the figure 4.
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Figure 4: Experimental graph demonstrating the mobility degradation coefficient.

IV. SUBTHRESHOLD SLOPE EXTRACTION
The subthreshold slope is defined as:
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V. SERIES RESISTANCE EXTRACTION
A MOSFET transistor is considered an association with a
transistor and two series resistances. This kind of resistance can
diminish the performance of the device and circuit which
transistor is connected. This problem is especially important for
SOI transistors due to its thin silicon layer
Calculating the Rtot (Total Resistance) from the IDS x VGS curve
using Ohm’s Law and plotting them in a graph in function of the
channel length, with different VGS values, these lines will
intercept in a defined point coordinate called
Rseries x ∆L
(Series Resistance x Effective Length Channel) like seen in the
figure 6.
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where: k= Boltzmann constant; T = temperature; CSiD = is the silicon film
capacitance.

The figure 5 demonstrate the experimental curve log IDS x VGS
to extract the subthreshold slope, where the calculated and
experimental values are very close: 0,0720 (V/dec) and 0,07
(V/dec) respectively.

Figure 6: Total Resistance x Channel Length graph with a group of VGS curves; the
point of intersection gives the Rserial and ∆L.

The SOI-MOSFET devices used to extract the series resistance
were simulated using the MEDICI program. The transistors were
1, 2, 3 and 5µm channel lengths and the respective values to Rseries
and ∆L are: 28,7KΩ and 0,46µm.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented and discussed some electrical parameters
extraction methods conventionally used in bulk MOSFETs
applied to thin film SOI transistors. The models support the use of
the presented methods for fully depleted SOI-MOSFETs.
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